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Model Number: 669393326086

RMR Brands RMR-86 Instant Mold and Mildew Remover 32oz. Spray Bottle 669393326086

Manufacturer: RMR Brands

RMR Brands RMR-86 Instant Mold &amp; Mildew Remover 32oz. Spray Bottle

Product Overview
RMR Solutions believe in getting the job done right the first time. Spray RMR-86 on
mold stains or mildew stains and watch your problem disappear before your eyes in
seconds. It&rsquo;s that good. It's our get-the-job-done-right-the-first-time philosophy
that has made RMR solutions the fastest growing manufacturer of products for
cleaning and stain removal treatments.
RMR-86&reg; was formulated over time by disaster restoration professionals with
tens of thousands of hours in the field. We knew there had to be a better way than the
old techniques of wire brushing and sanding, or dry ice blasting. We worked with a
variety of products in this category over that time, and came to know what did and did
not work. Staying true to our get-it-done-right philosophy, we began testing and
tweaking our own formulas, ultimately arriving at a solution that literally removes mold
stain and mildew stains in seconds and instantly restores wood and other surfaces to
a like-new appearance. That solution is RMR-86&reg;. There are simply no faster or
stronger stain removers available to consumers. RMR-86&reg; is ideal for wood,
decks, railings, concrete, outdoor furniture, drywall, siding, tile and grout, fiberglass,
vinyl, counters, tubs, toilets, shower doors and more.

    Simple and quick instantly removes mold stains and mildew stains
    Removes mold stains without scrubbing, sanding or wire brushing
    Works on most surfaces: wood, concrete, drywall, siding, tile and grout, fiberglass,
vinyl and more
    Works great all around your home, it's amazing on boats too
    Powerful bleach-based formula renews, restores and protects 200-400 sq. ft. per
gal. when sprayed according to specification
    Can be used both indoors and outdoors
    Restores surfaces prior to repainting

Click Here to Download:
RMR-86 User Instruction Download

RMR-86 Instant Mold Stain Remover SDS

Technical

    
        
        
        
            Biodegradable
            Yes
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            Product Dispenser Type
            Plastic Bottle
        
        
            Combustible
            no
            Product Form
            Liquid
        
        
            Concentrated
            no
            Removes mold and mildew
            no
        
        
            Helps Remove
            Blood,Mildew,Mold,Odor
            Rinse required
            No
        
        
            Indoor/Outdoor
            Indoor/Outdoor
            Safe For Use On
            Bare Floor,Concrete,Painted Surfaces,Stone,Wood
        
        
            Odorless
            No
            Types of Surfaces Cleaned
            Multi-Purpose
        
        
            Paint Product Type
            Mold and Mildew Product
            Where to Use
            Bathroom,Floors,Kitchen,Outdoor,Specialty
        
        
            Prevents/blocks mold and mildew
            no
             Flammable
            20
        
    

FAQ
Q: What is the coverage for the RMR-86?
A: On average a 32 oz bottle covers about 60 square feet and a 1 gallon covers about
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200-400 square feet. This can vary based on the severity of the affected area, as well
as how liberally the product is applied.

Q: How do I apply the RMR-86?
A: A direct spray is required for the RMR-86 to work properly. Using a trigger sprayer
on the bottle for small jobs, or a pump-up sprayer or an electric sprayer for larger
jobs. Using on a rag is also acceptable in some cases. Make sure you shake product
vigorously prior to applying as well.

Q: Will the mold come back after using the RMR-86?
A: Mold can certainly grow back after using any type of mold product out there. The
key to keeping mold from growing back is making sure you correct the issue in which
mold is able to grow. Keep in mind if there is humidity relatively above 50% or any
kind of moisture on a substrate, mold can grow. Use RMR-86&reg; to remove those
ugly stains and make sure you fix the moisture problem to prevent mold from fully
coming back.
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Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Friday 01 June, 2018
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